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RECOMMENDED REGISTRATION
DRAFT ONLY: NOT ENDORSED BY THE HERITAGE COUNCIL
All of the place known as Royal Park as shown in Diagram 2337.
This excludes the following places already on the Victorian Heritage Register.
1. Walmsley House, 1 Gatehouse Street, Parkville (VHR H1946)
2. Womens Dressing Pavilion, 11 Old Poplar Road, Parkville (VHR H1585)
3. Anzac Hall, Brens Drive, Parkville (VHR H1747)
4. Royal Melbourne Zoological Gardens (VHR H1074).
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STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
DRAFT ONLY: NOT ENDORSED BY THE HERITAGE COUNCIL

What is significant?
Royal Park is a large public park of 188 hectares established in 1854 in the northern part of the City of
Melbourne. It contains a wide range of designed and informal landscapes incorporating remnant indigenous
vegetation, together with historic buildings, structures and community facilities.
History Summary
Royal Park was an integral element in Lieutenant-Governor Charles La Trobe’s vision, from the mid-1840s, of
Melbourne as a city surrounded by extensive public parklands, which were considered to be vital to the
health and wellbeing of the inhabitants. The site was part of the large area of land north of the city reserved
for public purposes in 1845, and La Trobe personally identified the boundaries of the future park on the day
of his departure from the colony in 1854. By the time the park was gazetted in 1876 it had been reduced in
size by residential development. The park has provided the site for various scientific endeavours, including
the establishment of an Experimental Farm (1858) and as a reserve set aside for the Acclimatisation Society
of Victoria (1861), part of which later became the Royal Melbourne Zoological Gardens. The park received
national recognition as the starting point of Burke and Wills’ expedition to the Gulf of Carpentaria in 1860,
an event marked by a memorial cairn in 1890. Royal Park has been used for a range of military purposes
from the late-nineteenth century: as the site for a government powder magazine, for displays and parades
and as an important military camp during World Wars I and II. The Park has also been the site of various
institutions for public health and welfare, including the Royal Children’s Hospital. It has provided an open
space for large public gatherings and civic functions as well as being an extensive public recreation ground.
It has been a venue for various sporting competitions from the late 1850s, including cricket, football and
golf, and is particularly associated with women’s sport. Royal Park has been appreciated as a place of
beauty since the arrival of European settlers, and this is evident in writings and artworks. Throughout its
history there has been ongoing concern for its preservation, and despite various excisions the reserve has
remained relatively unchanged in size since 1876. The retention and replanting of much indigenous
vegetation is a feature of Royal Park and in 2010 the City of Melbourne won national recognition for its
implementation of the 1984 Master Plan which helped preserve and develop the natural landscape so close
to the city centre.
Description Summary
Royal Park is a 188ha park which is located close to the northern edge of Melbourne’s city centre and forms
part of the network of open parklands that characterise the city and inner suburbs. Royal Park is bordered
by Park Street along the northern boundary, The Avenue along the eastern boundary, Gatehouse Street
along the south-east boundary, Flemington Road along the south-western boundary (excluding the Royal
Children’s Hospital) and Southgate Street and Manningham Street along the western boundary (excluding
the institutional complex in the north-west corner). The centre of the park accommodates the Royal
Melbourne Zoological Gardens (VHR H1074).
Royal Park comprises large open spaces for passive and informal recreation, areas of native and indigenous
vegetation including grassland, open woodland and wetland habitats, historic buildings and monuments, and
areas for sporting activities, including ovals, buildings and other facilities.
Royal Park is part of the traditional land of the Kulin Nation.
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How is it significant?
Royal Park is of historic and aesthetic significance to the State of Victoria. It satisfies the following criteria for
inclusion in the Victorian Heritage Register:
Criterion A
Criterion B
Criterion E

Importance to the course, or pattern, of Victoria’s cultural history
Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Victoria’s cultural history
Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics

Why is it significant?
Royal Park is significant at the State level for the following reasons:
Criterion A
Importance to the course, or pattern, of Victoria’s cultural history
Royal Park is historically significant as an outstanding and largely intact example of the public parks set aside
by Lieutenant-Governor Charles La Trobe from the mid-1840s as part of his vision for the city of Melbourne.
It retains its early use and demonstrates La Trobe’s contribution to the provision of public open space in the
colony and also the vision of the colonial administration for the future development of Melbourne. Largely
as a result of La Trobe’s vision Melbourne now has a group of spectacular parks.
Royal Park is historically significant as the site of scientific institutions important to the development of the
colony, including an Experimental Farm (1858) and the Acclimatisation Society of Victoria (1861), part of
which later became the Royal Melbourne Zoological Gardens (VHR H1074) on the site. Many trees on the
site were planted by the Acclimatisation Society between c1862 and 1900.
Royal Park is historically significant as the starting point of Burke and Wills’ ill-fated expedition to the Gulf of
Carpentaria (1860), an event which gained national recognition and was depicted by prominent Australian
artists, including William Strutt and Nicholas Chevalier.
Royal Park is historically significant for its use for military purposes since the 1860s. It was the site of a major
Australian military camp and training ground during the First World War, was used for the mobilisation of
Anzacs to the Western Front, and was a camp for both Australian and US troops during the Second World
War prior to their deployment to Pacific War campaigns (1941-45).
Royal Park is historically significant for its long association with sport in Victoria. It is the site of one of the
earliest public golf courses in Victoria (1903), of Australia’s first dedicated baseball field (Ross Straw Field
c1970) and from the early 1900s has played an important role in the advancement of women’s competitive
sport in Australia.
Criterion B
Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Victoria’s cultural history
Royal Park is rare as the most outstanding and intact example of the metropolitan parks aside from the
1840s for the people of Victoria, which retains its basic form, its early use, remnant indigenous vegetation
and important views to the city. It is the only example of an inner Melbourne park which retains stands, as
opposed to specimens, of remnant indigenous vegetation and clearly demonstrates an ongoing dedication to
planting native and indigenous trees over a period of more than 150 years.
Criterion E
Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics
Royal Park is aesthetically significant as an outstanding example of a large metropolitan park, particularly
notable for its remnant indigenous vegetation and important views to the city. It is the only example of an
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inner Melbourne park which retains stands of remnant indigenous vegetation and clearly demonstrates an
ongoing dedication to planting native and indigenous plants over a period of 150 years. The Park landscape
provides significant internal and external vistas, including the native grassland ‘hilltop’ circle where a 360degree panorama provides a dramatic and sensory appreciation of the city skyline and surrounding
landscape. An appreciation of the aesthetic value of the park is evident in the numerous contemporary
descriptions of the place from the nineteenth century onwards, and in the numerous paintings, sketches and
photographs of the Royal Park landscape. The most recent layer of development associated with the 1984
Master Plan is significant for its design philosophy and natural landscape aesthetic. In 2010, the Australian
Institute of Landscape Architects awarded the City of Melbourne the “ALIA national award for sustainable
settlement, green infrastructure and landscape principles” for “its stewardship of Royal Park as a nationally
significant landscape”.

Royal Park is also significant for the following reasons, but not a State level:
Royal Park is of historical significance at a local level for its long history of recreational use, including the
early establishment of the Brunswick Cricket Club in 1858 and its early use for Australian Rules football (by
1865). It is historically significant at a local level for its use as Emergency Public Housing by the Housing
Commission of Victoria (1947-56) on the site of Camp Pell following the withdrawal of army troops.
Royal Park is significant at a local level for its association with Victorians who have played leading roles in its
development: early trustees such as Ferdinand Mueller and William Davidson; the Town Clerk of Melbourne
E G Fitzgibbon, who opposed nineteenth century attempts to alienate the parkland; the landscape architect
Grace Fraser, designer of the Australian Native Garden; and with the City of Melbourne Councillors Elliott,
H.G. Smith, William J. Brens, and Colin C. McDonald (who was also an Australian Test cricketer). It is also
associated with prominent sports people including Julius Lockington ‘Judy’ Patching (athletics) and
prominent Australian baseball figure Ross Straw.
Royal Park is of social significance at a local level for its continuing use by community sporting groups across
Melbourne and Victoria.
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PROPOSED PERMIT POLICY
Preamble
The purpose of the Permit Policy is to assist when considering or making decisions regarding works to a
registered place. It is recommended that any proposed works be discussed with an officer of Heritage
Victoria prior to making a permit application. Discussing proposed works will assist in answering questions
the owner may have and aid any decisions regarding works to the place.
The extent of registration of Royal Park on the Victorian Heritage Register affects the whole place shown
on Diagram 2337 including the land, all buildings, roads, trees, landscape elements and other features.
Under the Heritage Act 1995 a person must not remove or demolish, damage or despoil, develop or alter or
excavate, relocate or disturb the position of any part of a registered place or object without approval. It is
acknowledged, however, that alterations and other works may be required to keep places and objects in
good repair and adapt them for use into the future.
If a person wishes to undertake works or activities in relation to a registered place or registered object, they
must apply to the Executive Director, Heritage Victoria for a permit. The purpose of a permit is to enable
appropriate change to a place and to effectively manage adverse impacts on the cultural heritage
significance of a place as a consequence of change. If an owner is uncertain whether a heritage permit is
required, it is recommended that Heritage Victoria be contacted.
Permits are required for anything which alters the place or object, unless a permit exemption is granted.
Permit exemptions usually cover routine maintenance and upkeep issues faced by owners as well as minor
works. They may include appropriate works that are specified in a conservation management plan. Permit
exemptions can be granted at the time of registration (under s.42 of the Heritage Act) or after registration
(under s.66 of the Heritage Act).
It should be noted that the addition of new buildings to the registered place, as well as alterations to the
interior and exterior of existing buildings requires a permit, unless a specific permit exemption is granted.
Cultural heritage management plans and master plans
The key management documents for Royal Park are:
 City of Melbourne, Royal Park Master Plan, 1997.
 Andrew Long and Associates, Royal Park, Parkville, An Aboriginal Archaeological and Historical Heritage
Study (2002).
 SERCO, Royal Park Native Vegetation Management Plan (2007)
 ALM, Australian Native Garden - Vegetation Management Plan (2001)
 SERCO, Royal Park Vegetation Zones Plan (2013)
 City of Melbourne, Tree Retention and Removal Policy (2012)
Elements of no heritage significance
The State Netball and Hockey Centre building is of no cultural heritage significance. Specific permit
exemptions are provided.
Archaeological
Ground disturbance, except for those activities specifically exempted, may affect the archaeological
significance of the place and require a permit or permit exemption issued in accord with s.66(3) of the
Heritage Act. If during any exempted works archaeological deposits are discovered, all works in the vicinity
should stop and this office notified of the discovery.
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PROPOSED PERMIT EXEMPTIONS (under section 42 of the Heritage
Act)
DRAFT ONLY – NOT YET APPROVED BY THE HERITAGE COUNCIL – RECOMMENDED UNDER SECTION 33 OF
THE HERITAGE ACT
General Condition 1.
All exempted works are to be planned and carried out in a manner which prevents damage to the fabric of
the registered place or object.
General Condition 2.
Should it become apparent during further inspection or the carrying out of works that original or previously
hidden or inaccessible details of the place or object are revealed which relate to the significance of the place
or object, then the exemption covering such works shall cease and Heritage Victoria shall be notified as soon
as possible.
General Condition 3.
All works should be informed by (as relevant):
 City of Melbourne, Royal Park Master Plan, 1997
 Andrew Long and Associates, Royal Park, Parkville, An Aboriginal Archaeological and Historical Heritage
Study (2002)
 SERCO, Royal Park Native Vegetation Management Plan (2007)
 ALM, Australian Native Garden - Vegetation Management Plan (2001)
 SERCO, Royal Park Vegetation Zones Plan (2013)
 City of Melbourne, Tree Retention and Removal Policy (2012).
General Condition 4.
Nothing in this determination exempts owners or their agents from the responsibility to seek relevant
planning or building permits from the relevant responsible authority, where applicable.
Landscape
 The process of gardening, including mowing, hedge clipping, bedding displays, removal of dead shrubs,
disease and weed control, and maintenance to care for existing plants.
 The removal of dead or dangerous trees and emergency tree works to maintain safety. If the tree is
identified as either remnant indigenous vegetation or part of the first wave of tree planting associated
with the acclimatisation period c1860-1900 in Map B of Christine Dyson ‘Cultural and Historic
Significance of Royal Park’, Prepared for the City of Melbourne, September 2013 (see below), the
Executive Director must be notified of these removals within 21 days of them being undertaken.
 Management of trees in accordance with Australian Standard; Pruning of Amenity Trees AS 4373-1996.
 Management of trees in accordance with Australian Standard; Protection of Trees on Development Sites
AS 4970-2009.
 Subsurface works involving the installation, removal or replacement of watering and drainage systems or
services outside the canopy edge of significant trees in accordance with AS4970 and on the condition
that works do not impact on archaeological features or deposits.
 Removal of plants listed as noxious weeds in the Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994.
 Vegetation protection and management of possums and vermin.
 New plantings in accordance with:
o City of Melbourne, Royal Park Master Plan, 1997
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o SERCO, Royal Park Native Vegetation Management Plan (2007)
o ALM, Australian Native Garden - Vegetation Management Plan (2001)
o SERCO, Royal Park Vegetation Zones Plan (2013)
All works associated with water harvesting and storage outside the canopy edge and on condition that
archaeological features and deposits are not impacted.
Repairs and maintenance to all hard landscape elements, fences, gates and lighting (excluding memorials
and historic signage).
The installation of Royal Park specific and standard City of Melbourne furniture, including rubbish and
recycling bins, park seats, picnic tables, park and interpretative signage, drinking fountains, pathway
park lights, park fencing and safety barriers outside of tree protection zones and not within 5 metres of
historic monuments, statues and signage.

Roads, carparks and public transport infrastructure
 All works associated with operating and maintaining the existing road and public transport infrastructure
including:
o All carparks, signs, fire hydrants, parking meters, seating, shelters, speed humps, pedestrian
refuges and splitter islands, footpaths, tramlines, railway tracks, kerbs and channels.
o Royal Park train station building and platforms.
Sports facilities
 In areas designated for sport in the 1997 Royal Park Master Plan, maintenance and repair of existing
facilities and the addition of minor structures related to sports activity or safety, for example resurfacing
playing surfaces, fencing and cricket nets.
 All interior and exterior works to the State Netball and Hockey Centre complex.
Buildings
 All internal works
 External repairs and maintenance that replaces like with like.
Events
 Any event under 5 days in duration which has received an event permit from the relevant event
approvals body.
Return to Royal Park Project
 Works already approved for the ‘Return to Royal Park’ project. This project will see parkland reinstated
on the site of the old Royal Children’s Hospital (see approved scheme below).
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Map B of Christine Dyson ‘Cultural and Historic Significance of Royal Park’,
Prepared for the City of Melbourne, September 2013.
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Approved ‘Return to Royal Park’ works

The City of Melbourne and Department of Health are working together on the Return to Royal Park project,
which will see parkland reinstated on the site of the old Royal Children’s Hospital. The park will be
established on the corner of Gatehouse Street and Flemington Road in Parkville, providing a new entrance to
Royal Park. The goal is to create a native park which complements the existing vegetation and landscape
character of Royal Park.
For more information see www.returntoroyalpark.com.au
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RELEVANT INFORMATION
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AUTHORITY

City of Melbourne

HERITAGE LISTING INFORMATION
Heritage Overlay: Yes (part of precinct only) HO Number:
Heritage Overlay Controls:
External Paint
Internal Alteration
Tree

HO4 (Parkville Precinct)

Yes
No
No

Other Listings:
The following features associated with Royal Park are already included in the Victorian Heritage Register:
 Walmsley House, 1 Gatehouse Street, Parkville (VHR H1946)
 Womens Dressing Pavilion, 11 Old Poplar Road, Parkville (VHR H1585)
 Anzac Hall, Brens Drive, Parkville (VHR H1747)
 Royal Melbourne Zoo (VHR H1074).
The site of Camp Pell, the staging camp for US troops in World War II, is included in the Victorian Heritage
Inventory (H7822-2311) for its archaeological potential.
Royal Park is included on the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) Register (L10019 - Royal Park, Flemington
Road, Parkville).
HISTORY
1 A Wurundjeri camping ground
The land now occupied by Royal Park had long been used as a camping ground by the Wurundjeri and by
other tribal groups visiting the area. The early colonist William Westgarth encountered an Aboriginal camp
here in the early 1840s and corroborees were observed to have taken place here. Aboriginal groups
continued to use the reserve in the 1850s as a camping ground, and often visited the Royal Park Mounted
Police barracks (Walmsley House, VHR H1946) on the south-eastern corner of the present park. They
continued to visit this building after 1862, when it became the residence of the Crown Lands Bailiff for Royal
Park, Francis Meaker, who may have provided them with rations. Albert Le Souëf, the first residential
manager of the Acclimatisation Society’s Gardens in 1870, was the son of William Le Souëf, a former
Protector of the Aborigines on the Goulburn and a long-serving member of the Aborigines Protection Board,
and may have encouraged the Aborigines’ ongoing associations with Royal Park. These connections helped
Le Souëf establish an Aboriginal encampment at the zoo in the 1880s, which accommodated over 20 people.
2 Development of Royal Park
A ‘royal park’ for the colonies
Parks and gardens in Britain had traditionally formed part of royal domains, or private pleasure grounds. The
royal parks in Britain, such as Hyde Park and Regent Park in London, were large areas of Crown land that
were part of the king’s or queen’s domain. Traditionally the use of these lands was restricted to the royal
family, but following the Crown Lands Act of 1851 many royal parks were increasingly designated for public
recreation and enjoyment. The British Government did not set aside land specifically for the purpose of
public parks until the 1840s, following the 1833 report of the Select Committee on Public Parks and Places of
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Exercise. This proposed the provision of public parks as a means of alleviating the social problems suffered
by the working class, notably overcrowding, which had resulted from rapid industrialisation.
In the 1840s, progressive ideas about the benefits of public parkland reserved for the health and recreation
of the people began to influence town planning in the colonies. An 1844 petition prepared by the
Melbourne Town Council to send to the Government in Sydney noted that:
It is of vital importance to the health of the inhabitants that there should be parks within a distance of the town
where they could conveniently take recreation therein after their daily labour ... experience in the mother
country proves that where such public places of resort are in the vicinity of large towns, the effect produced on
the minds of all classes is of the most gratifying character...

In 1844-45 Superintendent C J La Trobe negotiated with Governor Gipps in Sydney over the reservation of a
large area of land north of the city. This resulted in 2560 acres or 4 square miles [1036 hectares] being set
aside for public purposes, which was to include the site of Royal Park, Princes Park, the University of
Melbourne and the Melbourne General Cemetery. On the day of his departure in 1854, La Trobe, then
Lieutenant-Governor of Victoria, rode to the area he had reserved ten years earlier and indicated to the
surveyor-general exactly where he wanted the boundaries of Royal Park (then of 730 acres or 295 ha) and
Princes Park. La Trobe’s contribution to the provision of open space in Melbourne was therefore of great
importance. However by the time Royal Park was officially gazetted as a public park in 1876 it had been
reduced to 424 acres [172 ha] in extent, mainly because of pressure for residential development in the area.
By the mid-1850s Melbourne had an inner ring of reserved parkland close to the centre of the city, including
Flagstaff Gardens, Carlton Gardens, Fitzroy Gardens and the Treasury Reserve, as well as an outer ring of
parks further from the city. The outer parks included Royal Park and Princes Park (whose names
represented a symbolic link to the royal parks of Britain) to the north of the city, the Richmond Police
Paddock (Yarra Park), Studley Park and the Survey Paddock (Burnley Park) to the east, and Fawkner Park and
South Melbourne Park (Albert Park) in the south. The reservation of public parkland surrounding Melbourne
was critical in La Trobe’s vision for Melbourne as a city of great beauty and function.
Developing a public park
Originally the northern parklands extended across Sydney Road to Princes Park and the Melbourne
Cemetery, creating a vast area of largely uninterrupted bush and grassland. This remained largely
undeveloped, unfenced and mostly unimproved. A design competition was advertised by the government
in 1856, but was subsequently abandoned. Through the 1850s and 1860s, livestock grazed in Royal Park,
which brought in a small amount of income. By 1867, a carriage drive encircled the reserve. The site was
managed by trustees under the Crown Lands Department from 1862, with Crown Lands Bailliff Francis
Meaker acting as a caretaker, followed by his son Charles.
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Royal Park, north paddock, 1871 (State Library of Victoria)
Early planting
Early plantings included those donated in the 1860s and 1870s by Ferdinand Mueller, who was the Director
of the Botanic Gardens and a trustee of Royal Park. These plantings are thought to have been largely
concentrated in, but not confined to, the area of the Acclimatisation Gardens in the southern part of the
park. An 1888 plan of Melbourne shows more intense areas of planting in a strip along the western
boundary of Royal Park and at the intersection of Gatehouse Street and Park Drive on the eastern side.
Under the management of the City of Melbourne from 1934, extensive planting was undertaken and
nurseries were established on site for the purpose of growing plants.
Layout
From the outset Royal Park was envisaged and appreciated as ‘natural’ parkland with wide open spaces
interspersed with trees, and its development has continued to reflect this vision. Many of the public uses of
the reserve, for sporting, scientific, military, health and welfare purposes, have relied on this open character.
The use of Royal Park in the nineteenth century as the site for Melbourne’s powder magazine, for a
quarantine station, a hospital, and a mental asylum relied on it being a lightly timbered open space that was
both close to, and separate from, the city. The open character has made it an ideal site for sporting
activities. In its early period of development, Australian Rules football relied on the availability of a large
area of grassland that was uninterrupted by trees. Later, in 1903, the 18-hole golf course also required a
large area of land. The Curator of Parks and Gardens for Melbourne City Council, J W Smith, pointed out in
1923 that too much planting would reduce the area available in the park for cricket and football. Other uses
required areas of open space that were only lightly timbered. In 1915 it was urged that Royal Park be kept
open for the benefit of ‘flying machines’ that needed a safe area on which to land and take off. The open
nature of Royal Park made it suitable for use by the military from the later nineteenth century and during
World Wars I and II, and for its subsequent use for emergency public housing.
3 Use by police
The building known as Walmsley House (VHR H1946) is a rare surviving example of the 36 prefabricated iron
buildings brought to Victoria in 1854 for use by the colonial government. It is not certain where it was first
erected in Royal Park, but it is said to have been used as barracks for the mounted troops in charge of the
gold escort that travelled down Sydney Road. The location of the barracks at the northern gateway of the
city was both convenient and strategic. From 1862 the building was used as a residence by the bailiff of
Royal Park, and has been used continuously since then as rangers’ accommodation or storage. Later in the
nineteenth century a police station was established at the north-eastern corner of Royal Park.
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4 A space for scientific endeavours
In the nineteenth century, science was regarded as the foundation of industry and the harbinger of progress,
and men of science were unusually well represented in colonial society. By the late 1850s, a little more than
twenty years since settlement commenced, the colony boasted botanic gardens, an observatory, a natural
history museum, a public library and a university. These institutions were all located on public reserves
within the city of Melbourne, with the botanic gardens and the observatory established on public parkland.
Royal Park presented itself as an ideal area for further scientific endeavors.
The Experimental Farm
An experimental, or model, farm was established in 1858 in Royal Park as a means of testing different
pasture crops, farming techniques and farming equipment in local conditions so to benefit the agricultural
progress of the colony. The experimental farm was regarded as a progressive public institution, introduced
at a time of significant agricultural development in the colony. Ploughing matches, which drew large crowds,
were held here, reflecting the high importance placed on agriculture in a young rural-based economy.
Acclimatisation
The Acclimatisation Society of Victoria established its first reserve at the Melbourne Botanic Gardens in
1857. When this site proved unsuitable, the society was granted 550 acres in Royal Park for zoological
purposes. No permanent reservation followed but just over 50 acres [20 ha] were reserved in the centre of
the park in 1862. The objective of the Acclimatisation Society was to acquire exotic animals and birds that
were potentially useful in the new colony and acclimatise them to Australian conditions. The acclimatisation
reserve was extensively planted with exotic trees and a pleasure garden was developed, which under Le
Souëf was developed into a modern zoo, now the Royal Melbourne Zoo (VHR H1074).

Acclimatisation Society grounds, showing free-ranging
animals c.1862 (State Library of Victoria)
Exploration (and its commemoration)
Royal Park is well known as the departure point of the explorers Burke and Wills on 20 August 1860 on their
ill-fated exploratory expedition to the Gulf of Carpentaria. Camels were imported from Asia for the purpose
and acclimatised prior to the expedition in large purpose-built camel sheds in Royal Park. Before their
departure, Burke and Wills acclimatised themselves by camping out in Royal Park. The grim outcome of the
mission, with the deaths of Burke and Wills and others on their return journey, cast a heavy gloom over
Melbourne. Their state funeral procession in 1863, which included the firing of the volunteer artillery
stationed in Royal Park, brought the city to a standstill. A large gum tree close to the departure point of the
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expedition, probably an indigenous River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis), became a memorial to the
explorers and a place of pilgrimage. The tree subsequently died but a memorial cairn was erected nearby in
1890.
5 Providing for public health and welfare
Hospitals
The use of Royal Park for health-related facilities was encouraged by the understanding that fresh air and a
natural environment away from the crowds and dirt of the city aided healing and convalescence. A
quarantine station for infectious diseases was established in Royal Park in the late 1860s during a smallpox
outbreak in Melbourne. In 1864, when Yarra Bend Asylum was becoming overcrowded, the existing powder
magazine at Royal Park was adapted, and subsequently extended, as a temporary Receiving House for
mentally ill men until they were allocated room at Yarra Bend or another institution. A new mental hospital
was erected in 1907. All of these sites are now outside the present Royal Park boundary. An area in the
southern corner of Royal Park was excised in 1950 for a children’s hospital, which opened in 1962. A new
hospital was opened in 2012 on land also excised from Royal Park (which is not included in the registration),
and the site of the old hospital is currently being returned to Royal Park.
Industrial school & immigrants’ home
Industrial schools were developed following Victorian legislation in 1864 that sought to address child
vagrancy and poor attendance at school, and one operated at Royal Park from 1877-80. The Schools were
soon abolished but the Royal Park complex was adapted for other uses, including a mental asylum. An
immigrants’ home was established in Royal Park by 1883 by the Immigrants Aid Society, probably in the
former buildings of the Industrial School. This is also located outside the current park boundary.
Public housing
The State Government established an area of emergency public housing at Royal Park during the postwar
population boom of 1947-56. The housing was rudimentary and the conditions were fairly basic.
6 A space for public gatherings
Since the 1840s, the open spaces at Royal Park lent themselves to sporting events and large public
gatherings. An enormous crowd was present in 1860 to farewell the explorers Burke and Wills. By the late
1860s the Acclimatisation Gardens were an added popular attraction. In 1867, a quiet and civilised ‘fete and
free banquet’ was held at Royal Park to honour the visiting Prince Alfred. After the railway opened in the
1880s visitors were attracted from further afield. Royal Park became a popular venue for picnic parties,
especially on Boxing Day and Easter Monday. The trustees of Royal Park claimed there was no other park in
Melbourne suitable for mass public gatherings, and emphasised the importance of retaining the open space
by not planting too many trees.
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Children’s picnic at Royal Park, 1870 (State Library of Victoria)
7 A military ground
Royal Park was used for various military purposes from the 1860s. Melbourne’s powder magazine was
moved to Royal Park in c1866 as it was considered safer to store ammunition in the relative remoteness of
Royal Park than in the town centre. A military squad marched from the St Kilda Road Barracks to Royal Park
each day to guard the building.
Royal Park was regularly used for military parades and displays. Around 5000 military men from the
Australian colonies and New Zealand were camped in the Royal Park in 1888 in preparation for the
Centennial Exhibition’s combined Imperial and Victorian naval display. In 1901 a large contingent of soldiers
from Australia and Fiji were stationed at Royal Park in preparation for the Opening of the Commonwealth
Parliament in Melbourne. In 1915, following outbreaks of disease at other more crowded military camps in
Victoria, the Prime Minister sought permission from the Premier of Victoria to use the southern part of Royal
Park as a military camp. Thousands of men enlisted, camped, trained and paraded at this site. To mark the
King’s Jubilee in May 1935, an extravagant military display involving the RAAF was held at Royal Park.

Army camp in royal Park c1915 (Museum Victoria)
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This site was used again as a military camp during World War II. From 1940 it was operating as a recruit
reception depot with personnel accommodated in buildings and tents. In early 1942 a large part of Royal
Park was used as a staging camp for US troops en route to the Pacific. The Americans called their area “Camp
Pell”, a name which immediately became associated with the military occupation of Royal Park. Anzac Hall
(VHR H1747) was erected in Bren Drive by the RSL in 1940-41 for use by the troops. After the war Camp Pell
was used by the Housing Commission as emergency housing (popularly known as ‘Camp Hell’) until its
demolition during a clean up campaign leading up to the 1956 Olympics. The army remained in Royal Park
near Anzac Hall until 1958. The hall has been used since then by the City of Melbourne for various
community uses, including the Urban Camp program which provides accommodation for country school
children visiting Melbourne.
8 Sport at Royal Park
The earliest recorded sporting club to occupy Royal Park was the Brunswick Cricket Club, which established a
ground in the north-eastern corner in 1858. Inter-club cricket competition has continued at the ground since
that time.
Australian football was played in Royal Park from the 1860s, gaining a large following from the surrounding
predominantly working-class neighbourhood. Barrackers identified closely with the local teams that
included Royal Park, North Melbourne and Carlton. The playing field was an unfenced cleared area that was
probably situated in the north-east areas of the park, south of the Brunswick Cricket Ground. Royal Park
football club was based here by 1865. Carlton football club played its games at the Royal Park ground from
1866 before moving to Princes Park in 1882. North Melbourne football club also played its first games at
Royal Park in the 1860s and later moved to a new home ground at Arden Street. Other clubs from further
afield played at Royal Park from the 1860s to the 1880s, including Melbourne, Albert Park and Geelong. In
the early twentieth century football matches continued to attract thousands of local supporters to the park.
An 18-hole public golf course was established at Royal Park in 1903, making it one of the earliest public
courses in Victoria. The original tee-ing off point of the first hole at Royal Park was near the Burke and Wills
memorial cairn. During World War I, the course was reduced to 9 holes.
Other sports played at Royal Park have included lacrosse (from at least the 1890s), polo (from the 1890s) and
tennis (1920s). The reserve has been used for sports grounds by various local municipalities and other
groups. During the Camp Pell era in the 1940s, when a large number of American military personnel were
camped at Royal Park, it became a venue for baseball games, and soccer was played there by new migrants
during the period of post-war emergency housing in the 1950s. In c1970 the Ross Straw Field, the first
purpose-built baseball field in Australia, was created. Ross Straw was a prominent figure in local and
international baseball, and was instrumental in efforts to develop the field in Royal Park.
Since the early twentieth century Royal Park has been an important venue for women’s sporting
competitions, including cricket (from 1903), netball (from the 1920s) and amateur athletics (from the 1930s).
An athletics track was established in c1937, and was used for state and national level competitions. The
women’s dressing pavilion (1937) (VHR H1585) relates to this use. Royal Park has been the main venue for
women’s and schoolgirls’ netball in Victoria since the 1920s. Outdoor netball courts were provided from the
1950s and an indoor stadium opened in 1969 for state and national competition.
9 Preserving the natural parkland
The Royal Park landscape has been appreciated and noted for its special character since the 1840s and
1850s. Several nineteenth-century artists painted the natural landscape of Royal Park, including William
Craig and James Calder. As pressure on Melbourne’s public parkland intensified by the 1860s, the
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government sold off sections of Royal Park for private housing, which became a major public scandal. Traffic
was prohibited from the reserve from the time of the first regulations for the site in 1884.
Royal Park has remained remarkably intact given the pressure on development in the crowded inner
northern suburbs of Melbourne. In the 1880s, despite the construction of a railway line, Royal Park was
described as ‘nearly a square mile of fine open woodland’, which still bore some resemblance to how it must
have looked when John Batman walked through the area in 1835. While the Acclimatisation Gardens (later
the Zoological Gardens) were intensely developed and planted with exotics, the area outside the zoo
retained much of its original character. This was encouraged by the trustees, including the Deputy SurveyorGeneral Clement Hodgkinson, who was a keen advocate for retaining indigenous trees in designed
landscapes (for example in Yarra Park and the Fitzroy Gardens).
The development of Melbourne’s public parklands was influenced by a rising ecological consciousness in the
colonies in the 1880s, championed by the Field Naturalists’ Society of Victoria and the Australian Natives’
Association, which took an interest in tree-planting at Royal Park. In the 1930s the Curator of Parks and
Gardens for the City of Melbourne, J W Smith, was an advocate of native planting in Royal Park.
While Royal Park suffered to some extent from minimal government investment throughout the nineteenth
century, this inadvertently helped to preserve its natural character. Before the City of Melbourne took over
the park’s management in 1934, the trustees had encouraged the planting of native trees largely because
they were easy to maintain during periods of drought. The use of Royal Park for mass gatherings also
encouraged the retention of the open character of the landscape.
Public appreciation and use of Royal Park as a large intact natural parkland close the city centre has been a
key force in its preservation. From the 1860s the Melbourne City Council, led then by the Town Clerk E G
Fitzgibbon, and the public have opposed plans by the government to reduce the extent of the reserve.
Fitzgibbon frequently used the slogan, ‘Hands off the Parks!’ There was great outcry in the 1880s that the
new railway line had ‘ruined’ the Park, and further disquiet in 1916 when a tramline was constructed. The
proposal to build a roadway (Elliott Avenue) through Royal Park in the late 1920s again prompted the call,
‘Hands off the Park!’, and triggered an avalanche of public protest that included the support of
conservationist Sir James Barrett.
An appreciation of Royal Park’s natural setting, with an emphasis on indigenous plantings and the recreation
of a ‘natural’ landscape, was reinforced by the 1984 Master Plan by Laceworks Landscape Collaborative, and
also by the Grace Fraser Native Garden, which was opened in 1977. Whilst some of the original vegetation
in Royal Park has been lost, the deliberate planting and preservation of native trees has helped to retain the
appearance of Royal Park as a pre-settlement landscape.

VICTORIAN HISTORICAL THEMES
02
04
05
06
07

Peopling Victoria’s places and landscapes
2.2
Exploring surveying and mapping
Transforming and managing land and natural resources
4.4
Farming
Building Victoria’s industries and workforce
5.7
Catering for tourists
Building towns, cities and the garden state
6.2
Creating Melbourne
Governing Victorians
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08
09

7.3
Maintaining law and order
Building community life
8.3
Providing health and welfare services
Shaping cultural and creative life
9.1
Participating in sport and recreation
9.3
Achieving design and artistic distinction
9.5
Advancing knowledge

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Royal Park is a major open space on the northern edge of the city centre. It contains a number of buildings,
significant phases of tree planting and remnant vegetation, and landscape developments that chart the
development of the Park over a 150-year period. These and other main features of the Royal Park are
described under 3 main sections in the table below.

Area

Description

Royal Park, northern section
(north of the metropolitan
rail line and a small area in
the north-east corner of the
Park)

The northern part of Royal Park includes a variety of recreational ovals and
other sporting facilities, and features open parkland areas including
Manningham Street Reserve, the triangle of land forming the McPherson
Field, the area between McPherson Field and Manningham Street Reserve
including an area of remnant vegetation, and the following specific
features:

Royal Park, middle section
(between the metropolitan
rail line and Elliott
Avenue/Macarthur Road)



Royal Park Tennis club complex in north eastern corner.



A brick lodge dating from 1889 at corner of Park Street and The
Avenue.



Sporting ovals and accompanying built structures accessed from
Park Street including original weatherboard pavilions and bluestone
detailing (including McAlister Oval, Ryder Oval, Ransford Oval, and
Western Oval).



The northern section of the Royal Park Golf Course.



Ross Straw Field picnic areas, bluestone detailing and the Trin
Warren Tam-Boore wetland system.



The steep cutting formed by the metropolitan railway corridor
revealing the geological sequence.



The Capital City Cycle Trail which runs alongside the railway line.

The Royal Melbourne Zoological Gardens, enclosed within a substantial red
brick and masonry fence and the recently developed State Netball and
Hockey Centre occupy the centre of this middle part of the Park. The
section features open parkland areas including an area of open woodland
and remnant vegetation to the west of Brens Drive, the hilltop grassland
and open woodland to the south of the State Netball and Hockey Centre
and the surrounds of the Royal Melbourne Zoological Gardens (VHR 1074).
Specific features include:


A timber cottage near corner of Flemington Road and Southgate
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Area

Description

Street relocated in the 1930s.


The Royal Park sign on the corner of Flemington Road and Elliott
Avenue erected during the 1956 Olympic Games.



ANZAC Hall and environs, now part of the Urban Camp, including its
nearby stone sentry boxes, gateposts, bluestone walls and
ornamental trees.
NOTE - This place is currently in the VHR (H1747)



Old Poplar Road Oval.



The Women’s Dressing Room at Poplar Oval.
NOTE - This place is currently in the VHR (H1585)



The southern section of the Royal Park Golf Course.



Sporting ovals surrounding Brens Pavilion to the south-east of the
Zoological Gardens (including Walker Oval, Brens Oval and Sir
Harold G Smith Oval).



The route of horse-drawn tramway to the Zoological Gardens.
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Area

Description

Royal Park, southern section
(south of Elliott
Avenue/Macarthur Road)

This southern section features a large area of parkland including the native
grassland ‘hilltop’ circle and surrounding area which forms an elevated area
of open grassland within a circular footpath allowing 360 degree views of
the surrounding area. It is approached by a number of radiating paths
through areas of indigenous open woodland planting. The open woodland /
grassland mosaic extends westwards over the tram line to Flemington
Road. Specific features include:

Transport elements
throughout



A two-storey brick lodge at the corner of Gatehouse Street and The
Avenue built in 1935.



An ornamental electrical sub-station built in 1930 at the corner of
Gatehouse Street and The Avenue.



The Councillor George Levers Memorial Drinking Fountain.



Walmsley House, a prefabricated iron house at the south eastern
entrance to the Park and its environs.
NOTE - This place is currently on the VHR (H1946).



The Australian Native Garden designed by Melbourne-based
landscape designer Grace Fraser in 1974.



The Burke and Wills memorial cairn (1890).



The memorial to Lieutenant Roberts on the corner of The Avenue
and Macarthur Road (1900).



The “Return to Royal Park” area on the corner of Flemington Road
and Gatehouse Street.



The Flemington Road Billabong created in 1989.



The tennis court complex adjacent to the Billabong and recreational
oval next to the Royal Children’s Hospital on Flemington Road.



Metropolitan rail corridor – Upfield line.



No. 55 tram line.



Roads including Macarthur Road, Elliott Avenue, Poplar Road, Old
Poplar Road and Brens Drive.
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Area

Description

Vegetation Elements
throughout

Significant vegetation and phases of tree planting at Royal Park include:


Remnant indigenous vegetation including River Red Gums, such as
those retained along Gatehouse Street.



First wave of tree planting associated with the acclimatisation
period c1860-1900. These are largely in the southern part of the
Park and mainly include River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)
Sugar Gum (Eucalyptus cladocalyx) and Monterey Pine (Pinus
radiata).



Tree planting in the early part of the 20th century (c1900-1940)
associated with the development of the recreational ovals, roads
and tramway through Royal Park. These typically include Sugar
Gums and Moreton Bay Figs (Ficus macrophylla)



Trees associated with the occupation of Royal Park by the army
during World War II in the vicinity of ANZAC Hall.



Later planting of native trees such as at the Australian Garden and
more recent indigenous planting associated with the 1984 Master
Plan.

ARCHAEOLOGY
Royal Park has some potential to contain archaeological deposits, particularly relating to its Second World
War use and the subsequent post-war use of Camp Pell. Previous activity is unlikely to have left much of an
archaeological signature.
However, the lack of previous substantial structures, and subsequent disturbance and landscaping are such
that any deposits are likely to be fairly ephemeral and limited to un-stratified artefact scatters.
INTEGRITY/INTACTNESS
Royal Park’s original extent has been reduced, particularly along the park edges, where a number of
institutions have been built. These changes have included the development of the Royal Children’s Hospital
on Flemington Road at the southern end of the Park and an extensive institutional complex in the north
western corner of the Park for the Melbourne Juvenile Justice Centre, the Commonwealth Serum
Laboratories, Parkville Psychiatric Unit, and the Royal Park campus of the Royal Melbourne Hospital (this
area is not included in the recommendation).
The uses of various areas of Royal Park have evolved since its formation in 1845 and gazettal in 1876 but the
park has retained its open spaces up to the present. Sporting facilities and ovals have always featured and
have been well accommodated, although the recent development of the State Netball and Hockey Centre
has had an impact through its scale and extensive car parking.
Historically, there have been a number of land reservations for road, rail and tramway links through the
park. These have formed narrow corridors that over time have visually been well integrated into the park
landscape through tree planting, particularly the tramline. In recent years the Park has seen the
development of the City Link toll road, with its visually prominent sculptural artworks, outside its western
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boundary. This area of the Park has also seen the recent development of the wetland system, adding an
extra dimension to Royal Park.
The extensive areas given over to the Army during World War II and the later temporary housing in the
1950s/60s have been returned to park use through the implementation of the 1984 Master Plan. Building
on the native landscape movement the boldness and character of the open space created by the plan is still
intact and the vision set out in the 1984 Master Plan is continuing to evolve under the direction of
Melbourne City Council. The recent construction of the new Royal Children’s Hospital has had some impact
on this part of the Park, adding to the view of the skyline from the native grassland circle. The hospital
complex has intruded into the park landscape in return for a land swap at the corner of the Park at the
junction of Flemington Road and Gatehouse Street. Visually if forms another built element on an already
developed skyline. (January 2014).
CONDITION
Overall, Royal Park is well managed and maintained by Melbourne City Council and the park is generally in
good condition. The sporting venues and ovals together with the public golf course are regularly used and
maintained in good condition. The built facilities, including the buildings on the VHR (ANZAC Hall, Women’s
Dressing Pavilion, Walmsley House and registered buildings within the Royal Melbourne Zoo) have been well
maintained. The trees within the park are mostly in good condition and receive regular care by the City of
Melbourne tree crew. All trees within the Park are managed according to a vegetation management zone
plan. (January 2014).
COMPARISONS
Royal Park is one of the parks and reserves set aside in 1845 at the request of Superintendent Charles La
Trobe, who envisioned Melbourne as a city set within encircling public reserves. Largely as a result of La
Trobe’s vision Melbourne now has a group of spectacular parks referred to as the ‘inner ring’ and the ‘outer
ring’.
All of the inner ring of parks have been included in the VHR: Fitzroy Gardens (H1834), Treasury Gardens
(H1887), Parliament Gardens (H1722), the Royal Botanic Gardens (H1459) and the Domain (H2304). These
are designed spaces of an ornamental nature, with formalised path networks, avenue plantings, horticultural
displays and water elements, often intended for picturesque effect, and were intended for passive
recreation.
The outer network of parks includes Royal Park, Princes Park, Studley Park, Richmond Park, Fawkner Park,
Yarra Park (VHR H2251) and Albert Park. These parks were large areas of land set aside with the intention of
providing public open space: to be places of activity, for civic gatherings, playing, demonstrating and active
recreation. These parks are less formally arranged than those of the inner ring, have limited horticultural
displays, more organically evolved path networks (following early ‘desire lines’, which are paths formed
naturally by foot traffic), a low density of planting and deliberate areas of large open space.
Royal Park is the most important of Melbourne’s early outer ring of parks, and has greater historical
significance than the other examples, which has partly resulted from its convenient location so close to the
city. It has a close historical association with La Trobe and has had a multi-layered history, having
accommodated a range of recreational, health and welfare, scientific and military uses since it was
established in the 1850s.
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It is one of the largest of the parks, and continues to occupy much of the land identified by La Trobe in 1854
and gazetted in 1876, including the park boundaries on Flemington Road, Gatehouse Street, the Avenue and
Park Street. Although it has had two sections (totalling about one-fifth of its original land) removed or
significantly developed since 1876, its large size has allowed it to retain the principal characteristics of an
outer ring park. In comparison to Royal Park, the original reserves of Albert Park, Yarra Park and Princes Park
have been significantly reduced by development, excision of land for public purposes, for residential and
commercial development, and their character has been significantly altered by the addition of major built
infrastructure. Fawkner Park is the most intact, having lost only the land along St Kilda Road, but at
41hectares is much smaller and lacks the open natural character of Royal Park.
Royal Park is unusual for the retention of significant remnant indigenous vegetation, and the continuing
policy of indigenous plantings since the nineteenth century, together with limited exotic plantings of
evergreen and deciduous trees and conifers, has resulted in a unique character. It is believed that some of
the mature Redgums within the park pre-date the mid nineteenth century reservation, while others were
planted in the 1860s by the Acclimatisation Society of Victoria. There has been a long history of planting
indigenous and native Eucalypts in Royal Park: from as early as 1860 local Redgum seed was propagated and
seedlings established in the park, and Sugar Gums were established as early as the 1890s. Albert Park,
Princes Park and Yarra Park have elements of nineteenth-century design, including exotic trees, but only
retain individual specimens of remnant indigenous vegetation (in the form of Redgum scar trees). Fawkner
Park has no remnant indigenous vegetation remaining. Royal Park also retains rare areas of remnant woody
grasslands along Brens Drive. Royal Park is a continually evolving dynamic. Other public parks which have
retained stands of indigenous vegetation, including Yarra Bend Park and Studley Park are very different to
Royal Park. They are further from the city, lack the relatively flat topography and open character of Royal
Park and are riverside parks which lie within bends of, with their boundaries defined by, the Yarra River.
Some other parks retain smaller collections or specimens of remnant vegetation, but these do not make a
major contribution to their character, as is the case at Royal Park. Many public gardens (especially botanic
gardens) planted native flora, including Sugar Gums and Bluegums in the nineteenth and early twentieth
century and some examples of these plantings survive in Flagstaff Gardens (VHR H2041), Carlton Gardens
(VHR H1501)and the Royal Melbourne Botanic Gardens (VHR H1459) (as well as in various regional botanical
gardens). However, the “whole park approach” to planting and retaining native and indigenous flora at
Royal Park is uncommon and is a practice that continues to the present day.
Royal Park is also considered to be an outstanding example of contemporary Australian public landscape
design on a large scale. The design has received critical acclaim within the landscape architecture
community in Victoria, in publications and print media, and has been recognised nationally as a design
concept which changed Australian landscape architecture. In comparison, other parks within both the inner
ring and outer ring are more traditional spaces, divided by paths lined with avenues of exotic trees, and are
considered to be relatively standard nineteenth century designs. Other landscape designs in the public
realm that changed the way Victorians viewed the landscape are those of William Guilfoyle, whose works
include the Royal Botanic Gardens in Melbourne, several provincial botanic gardens, and other public (and
private) landscapes.
Royal Park is rare as a relatively intact example of a major metropolitan park, set aside in the 1840s, which
retains its basic form, its early use, remnant indigenous vegetation and important views to the city. In
addition it is the only example of an inner city park which retains stands, as opposed to specimens, of
remnant indigenous vegetation and clearly demonstrates an ongoing dedication to planting native and
indigenous plants over a period of more than 150 years. It is the most outstanding example of the public
parks set aside in the 1850s by Lieutenant-Governor Charles La Trobe. In comparison with Melbourne’s
other early parks it is notable for its intactness, its multi-layered history and its open and natural character,
which is associated with the retention and plantings of indigenous vegetation.
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ADDITIONAL IMAGES

The Burke & Wills monument and the nearby natural landscape

The Australian Native Garden
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Royal Park Northern Section:

McAlister Oval

Ransford Oval scoring pavilion

Royal Park Tennis Club
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Brick Lodge corner of Park Street and The Avenue

Tree planting alongside tramway through Golf Course

Metropolitan rail cutting through Royal Park
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Ross Straw baseball field

Trim Warren Tam-Boore wetland system
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White’s Skink habitat north of rail corridor

Royal Park Middle Section:

State Netball and Hockey Centre

Royal Park sign installed in 1956 as part of Olympic Games
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Elevated open grassland area to the south of the Netball Centre, with views to the city skyline

ANZAC Hall

Gateway to ANZAC Hall on Brens Drive
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Women’s Dressing Pavilion

Main zoo entrance
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Fig trees along the line of the Zoo’s horse-drawn tramway

Timber Cottage near Southgate Street
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Royal Park Southern Section:

Native grassland circle and views to city skyline

Burke and Wills memorial cairn

Billabong off Flemington Road
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Tree planting associated with the Acclimatisation Society c1862-1900

Australian Native Garden

Walmsley House
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Obelisk memorial to Lieutenant Roberts

Electrical sub-station on The Avenue

Councillor Ievers Drinking Fountain

Brick Lodge at corner of The Avenue and Gatehouse Street
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